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Cancel: Cancels the preparation and printing of a report. This button is enabled only 
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Parent Report button: Only applies when a report contains sub-
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Security Roles 

In order to use MainBoss, users need to be assigned one or more security roles. The 

available roles are listed in 
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 Sub Locations 
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Codeò  , enter a short identification code for this location. 

Descriptionò  ®, enter a longer description of the location. 
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Note that ñContaining Locationò is a drop-down list. You usually fill in the value by 

clicking the first arrow, which displays your current locations. However, you can also 

click the ñ...ò (which displays your full Locations table) or by clicking the last arrow 

(which offers you a menu of options for filling in the field). 
 

Few Locations, Many Units: As discussed later in this manual, a unit is a place or 

piece of equipment that you maintain. In general, we recommend that you only have a 

few locations and sub locations; the contents of those locations should all be units. 
 

One reason for this is that work orders are written against units, not locations. For 

example, if you want to write up a work order for renovations on Room 1012/MCID4n Ror 
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 __________________________________________________________________________  
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Vendor Categories 
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4. In ñDescriptionò 
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As an example of a unit-to-person relationship, suppose that a commercial mall rents 

out store space to tenant
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2. Click New Meter Class. MainBoss opens a window where you can define a new 

meter class: 
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 __________________________________________________________________________  
 

Important: 
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The first notification sent to an assignee contains the original ñDescriptionò of the 
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For each billable requestor, you have the option of specifying a cost center to be 

associated with bills sent to the requestor (i.e. accounts receivable from the requestor). 
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Adjustment 

Clean-up 

Vehicle maintenance 
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1. Create the expense categories first (as described in the previous section of this 

guide). 

2. Create the expense model record and save it.
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MainBoss will schedule the job whenever either of the possibilities is satisfied. 

 

Tasks 

A 
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6. In the Work Description ¯ 
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of additional days of lead time this specialization needs, over and above 

the task on which this specialization is based. 
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 __________________________________________________________________________  
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When you first set up an item record, you only fill in the Item Properties section, as 
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Storerooms 

If you have the Inventory module, the next step in working with inven
Ey is to record 

your 

Inventory 
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3. Click Edit. MainBoss opens the storage assignment record. G0 t0 the Item Activity 

section: 
 

 

4. Click New Physical Count ¬. MainBoss opens a window where you can record the 
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5. When you submit a purchase order to your actual purchasing system, Issue the 
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